Introduction
Traditionally mathematics uses crisp set theory [1] to explain the properties of any substance and this set theory consists of two possibilities that are either false or true. But with the passage of time, the vague concepts became a virus in different fields of our life like pharmacology, engineering, medical application and economics but classical mathematical tools are failed to solve these problems. Then in 1965, Zadeh [2] introduced most successful theory which is known as fuzzy set theory which dealt with the vague concepts. This theory is used openly in different fields like pharmacology, engineering, medical application and economics, among others. We know that fuzzy set theory is strongly based on membership function. We can determine the membership grade of an element of a set with the help of membership function. The fuzzy set theory has become very popular. But there was a difficulty to set a membership grade of a membership function. To solve this problem Moldstov [3] presented the theory which is known as soft set theory. This theory is used successfully in different areas such as game theory, Riemann-integration, smoothness of function, Perron-integration, etc. In 2002 Maji et al. [4] introduced the application of soft set theory in decision making problems. Also Maji [5] in 2003 studied the theoretical work on soft set theory to polish this concept so that readers could easily understand and contributed their role to extend the scope of this theory in different fields of life. After theoretical discussion, now we discussed about the contributions of those researchers whose applied this concept in different fields of algebra like Cagman et al. [6] studied the soft set and soft groups and also introduced the notation of soft groups. They also defined the relation between fuzzy set, rough set and soft set and discuss the properties. Ali et.al [7] introduced some new operations on soft sets.
For the study of BCK/BCI algebras we refer the readers to books [8, 9] . Jun et al. [10] worked on intersectional soft sets and defined its applications in BCK/BCI algebras. They also defined the notations of intersectional soft sets. Also Jun [11] , studied the union soft sets and defined its application in BCK/BCI algebras. Further, Jun and Park [12] elaborated applications of soft ideal theory in BCK/BCI algebras. Jun and Ahn [13] studied the applications of double framed soft sets. They also introduced the notations of double framed soft algebras and discussed their properties by giving several examples. Naz [14] introduced some operations on double framed double soft sets. Hadipour [15] applied the concept of double framed soft set in BF-algebras and introduced the notations of double framed BFalgebras. He also investigated its properties. Cho et al. [16] studied the concept of double framed soft near ring. Shabir and Samreena [17] , worked on double framed soft topological spaces and defined its notation. For further information, we refer to reader papers [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] regarding soft algebraic structures.
From inspiring above literature, In section 2,we discussed basic definitions related to soft set, double framed soft set and BCK/BCI algebras. In section 3. our basic purpose to combine the concept of soft set and fuzzy set in pair form and then this concept is used in BCK/BCI algebras and introduced its notations. We investigated the properties of double framed T-soft fuzzy algebra and double framed B-soft fuzzy algebras. We elaborated that each double framed T-soft fuzzy algebra is also double framed B-soft fuzzy algebra but converse is may or may not possible.
Preliminaries
Let be a non-empty set. Cagman [6] introduced the new definition of soft set in this way, A pair , is indicated to be soft set over if and only if is a mapping from to the all subset of e.g
Where is power set of and : → . The function is an approximation function of the soft set , . It is easy to see that soft set is parameterized family of subsets of .
The set of all soft sets over is denoted by .
BCK/BCI-algebras defined by K. Iseki, in such a way, A non-empty set under binary operation " * " with is called a BCI-algebra of type 2, is denoted by , * , and defined as 1 * * * * * , , ∈ , 2 * * * , ∈ , 3 * ∈ , 4 * , * , ∈ .
If a BCI-algebra satisfies, * ∈ then is called BCK-algebra. For any BCI/BCK-algebra the following hold, * ∈ .
Jun at al. [13] introduced the double framed soft set in such a way, A double framed pair , , over is said to double framed soft set, in pair form , both are soft sets over . A double framed pair , , over is said to be double framed soft algebra if it satisfies * ∩ and * ⊆ ∪ for all , ∈ .
Double framed T-soft fuzzy algebra and double framed B-soft fuzzy algebra
In this section, We elaborate the double framed T-soft fuzzy set, double framed T-soft fuzzy algebra, double framed B-soft fuzzy algebra and investigate their properties. In all examples, all defined BCI/BCK algebras are taken from [13] except 3.12. Example.
Note that we take , which is BCI/BCK algebras, where is a set of parameters, and for sub algebras, we use , , of , otherwise mentioned.
Definition
Let , is a soft set over and : → 0, 1 is a fuzzy set then double framed pair , , over , 0, 1 is called double framed T-soft fuzzy set (DFT-soft fuzzy set ).
Let , , and , , be two "DFT-soft fuzzy set" over , 0, 1 then , , is said to be double framed T-soft fuzzy subset of , , if 1 ⊆ , 2 ⊆ and for all ∈ .
We can write , , ⊂ , , . In case , , is super set of , , .
Let , , and , , be two "DFT-soft fuzzy set" over , 0, 1 then , , is said to be double framed T-soft fuzzy twisted subset of , , if 1 ⊆ , 2 ⊇ and for all ∈ .
A "DFT-soft fuzzy set" , , over , 0, 1 is said to be a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 if it satisfies * ⊆ ∪ * ∧ for all , ∈ .
Example
Suppose , , , be the set of parameter, (where " ", " ", " ", with the following binary operation , * , is BCK-algebra And , , , , is the initial universe set that containing five houses. Now we define a "DFT-soft fuzzy set" as follows
Define : → 0 1 such that 0.7, .5. Then , , is "DFT-soft fuzzy set" , 0, 1 .
Consider the initial universe set , , , , and a set of parameters , , , which is defined in above equation under the binary operation "*" such that * And , , is a subalgebra of . Now consider , , "DFT-soft fuzzy set" as follows
Define : → 0 1 such that 0.8, 0.6 and 0.5 . Then , , is "DFT-soft fuzzy set" , 0, 1 .
Let , * , is BCI-algebra, where , , , , , , , , defined by Now consider a "DFT-soft fuzzy set" , , , as follows
where , , , , , .
Define
Then we have * , , , ⊈ , , ∪ And * .6 ≱ .9 .9 ∧ .9 ∧ Implies , , is not a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Lemma
Every "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" , , over , 0, 1 satisfies the following condition ⊆ for all ∈ .
Proof
Since * ⊆ ∪ for all ∈ implies * ⊆ because * . Now * ∧ for all ∈ . Since * so * .
Hence, proof is complete.
Theorem
For a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" , , over , 0, 1 , the following are equivalent; 
Proposition
In a BCI-algebra , every "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" , , over , 0, 1 satisfies the following condition For all , ∈ * * ⊆ ∪ * * ∧ Hence proved.
Definition
A "DFT-soft fuzzy set" , , over , 0, 1 is said to be a "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 if it satisfies * ⊆ ∪ * . for all , ∈ .
Example
Let , , , be a set with binary operation " * " defined by * It is routine to verify , , is a "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Theorem
Let , , be a "DFT-soft fuzzy set" over , 0, 1 . Then prove that "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" of over , 0, 1 is also "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" of over , 0, 1 .
Proof Let
, , be a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 to prove , , be a "DFBsoft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
As
, , be a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 then for any , ∈ , we have * ⊆ ∪ is obvious, * ∧ . implies * . .
Hence, , , is "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Note that converse of above theorem may or may not be true.
Example represented that
, , is a "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" of over , 0, 1 but not a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" of over , 0, 1 because * 0.6 ≱ 0.7 0.7⋀0.7 ⋀ .
Lemma
Each "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" , , over , 0, 1 satisfies the following condition ⊆ for all ∈ .
Proof
Since * ⊆ ∪ for all ∈ implies * ⊆ because * .
Now
* . for all ∈ , since * so * .
Proposition
In a BCI-algebra , every "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" , , over , 0, 1 satisfies the following condition For all , ∈ * * ⊆ ∪ * * .
Proof: Let , ∈ , we have * * ⊆ ∪ * ⊆ ∪ . ∪ ∵ , , is double framed soft fuzzy algebra over , 0, 1 implies * * ⊆ ∪ , by 3.14. Lemma. Now * * . * . . ∵ , , is double framed soft fuzzy algebra over , 0, 1 , Implies * * ∧ . . , by 3.14. Lemma, Implies * * . .
Theorem
Let , , over , 0, 1 be a double framed T-soft fuzzy subset of a double framed soft fuzzy set , , over , 0, 1 where and both are identically approximations and and both are identical approximations for all ∈ . If , ,
is a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 then , , is both "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 and "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Proof
Let , ∈ then , ∈ ∵ ⊆ .
As
, , is a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 so Hence , , is a double frame B-soft fuzzy algebra over , 0, 1 .
Theorem
Let , , over , 0, 1 be a double framed B-soft fuzzy subset of a double framed soft fuzzy set , , over , 0, 1 where and both are identically approximations and and both are identical approximations for all ∈ . If , ,
is a "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 then , , is a "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Proof
As
, , is a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 so
∵ and are identical approximations.
. . * * implies . * . ∵ and are identical approximations.
Hence
, , is a double frame B-soft algebra over , 0, 1 .
Remark
(1) Converse of above theorem is may or may not be possible.
(2) , , is may or may not be "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 because 3.12. example represented that each "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" is not "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra".
Definition
Let , and , are two "DFT-soft fuzzy set" over , 0, 1 . Then extended uni-int "DFT-soft fuzzy set" of , and , is defined as a "DFT-SS"
and ∩ : ∪ ⟶ 0,1 defined by
It is denoted by , ⊔ , ∪ ∪ , ∩ . We shall call this uni-int T-"DFT-soft fuzzy set" over , 0, 1 as union of "DFT-soft fuzzy set" over , 0, 1 .
Theorem
The extended uni-int "DFT-soft fuzzy set" over , 0, 1 of two double-framed T-soft fuzzy algebras , , and , , over , 0, 1 is "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Proof
Let , ∈ then we have
Hence, , ⊔ , is a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Definition
Let , and , are two "DFSS" over . Then extended int-uni "DFT-SS" of , and
, is defined as a "DFSS" ∪ ∩ , ∪ over , 0, 1 ,
It is denoted by , ⊓ , ∪ ∩ , ∪ . We shall call this int-uni "DFT-soft fuzzy set" over , 0, 1 as intersection of double framed T-soft fuzzy set over , 0, 1 .
Theorem
The extended int-uni "DFT-soft fuzzy set" of two double-framed T-soft fuzzy algebras , , and , , over , 0, 1 is "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 if , , ⊂ , , .
Proof
Hence, , ⊓ , is a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Theorem
The extended uni-int "DFT-soft fuzzy set" of two double-framed B-soft fuzzy algebras , , and , , over , 0, 1 is "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Proof
Hence, , ⊔ , is a "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Theorem
The extended int-uni "DFT-soft fuzzy set" of two double-framed B-soft fuzzy algebras , , and , , over , 0, 1 is "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 if , , ⊂ , , .
Proof
Hence, , ⊓ , is a "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
For a "DFT-soft fuzzy set" , , , we defined and α respectively as follows, where ⊆ and α ∈ 0, 1 ∈ | ⊇ , α ∈ | α , and denoted as ; and , respectively.
The set DFTA , , ∈ | ⊇ , α is called double framed including set.
Theorem
For a "DFT-soft fuzzy set" , , over , 0, 1 , the following are equivalent 1 , , is double framed soft fuzzy algebra over , 0, 1 , (2) for every ⊆ and ∈ 0, 1 with ∈ and α ∈ then set and α of , , are sub algebras of .
Proof

⇒ 2
Consider , , is "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 . Let , ∈ be such that , ∈ ; and , ∈ for every ⊆ and α ∈ 0, 1 respectively, with ∈ and α ∈ . Then by definition of , , such that * ⊆ ∪ ⊆ , * ∧ α.
Implies * ∈ ; and * ∈ .
Hence, ; and are subalgebras of .
2 ⇒ 1 , Suppose that 2 is valid to prove , , is double framed soft fuzzy algebra over , 0, 1 . Let , ∈ be such that , and α , α . By taking ∪ and α α ∧ α . Then * ∈ ; and * ∈ .
Proof
Let , , be a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 , to prove * , *
, is also a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
As
, , be a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 so for every ⊆ and α ∈ 0, 1 , ; and are sub algebras with ∈ and α ∈ .
Let , ∈ if , ∈ ; then * ∈ ; .
Thus, Hence, ∨ , ∧ , is a "DFT-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Theorem
Let , , and , , be double framed T-soft fuzzy algebras over , 0, 1 . Then prove that ∨ , ∧ , is also a "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" over , 0, 1 .
Proof
We similar to above theorem by using definition of double framed T-soft fuzzy algebra and previous theorem.
Conclusion:
We defined the concept of "DFT-soft fuzzy set" which is combination of double framed T soft fuzzy set and introduced their notions. Further, proved that extended uni-int of "DFT-soft fuzzy set" is also double framed T-soft fuzzy algebra and "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" but converse is not true because, we proved that each double framed T soft fuzzy algebra is also "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra" but converse is not true. And we also discussed the product of double framed T-soft fuzzy algebra and "DFB-soft fuzzy algebra".
Further, we will apply this concept in different algebraic structure and discussed its operations. 
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